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Crop drying is a: necessary step in the food productfon system. Without adequate 
drying, a crop would be quickly lost to mould infestations.. This paper examines 
first, the drying requirements, then the different aspects of design, construction, 
operation, and maintenance of solar dryers. Examples of different research pro-

. j ects on drying a re used as i 11 ustrat ions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"The massive research efforts of the past few decades aimed at increasing food pro
duction in th~ developing countries, particularly production of cereal grains, have 
been quite ~uccess~ul. Scientists have developed new varieties of crops that pro
vide higher yields, need shorter growing seasons, and are to some extent more re
sistant to drought, pests, and diseases. Their acceptance by farmers ·in developing 
countries in many cases has been very good. Improved cropping practices, such as 
multiple cropping, intercropping and new crop rotation techniques have also added 
greatly to. the crop yields.". (Forrest and colleagues~ 1980) 

However, in many instances the positive gains of these developments in crop produc
tion have been negated by the-i-nadequacy of existing post-production systems (PPS) 
to handle more grain and at different times. Losses in weight, quality, nutrition, 
vjability, and economic losses all take their toll. 

These losses come about partially through the rejection of t~aditional post
production systems which, although having low productivity, were successful in many 

. other respects. The traditional grain va_rieties were often l~ose-panicled types 
(therefore they could dry on the head) which matured at the end of the rainy season 
They were harvested dry and threshed at a .time· when the farmer and his family had 
adequate time to carry out the work. The newly developed varieties .have shorter 
maturing perjods enabling the fanner to get two harvests annually. They are mainly 
~-iae clos~panicle. typ~ _and the second .harvest often falls within the rain~ ftRcfinJ 
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season.' This presents a number of problems since the harvest comes when the far
mer often does not have either the facilities or manpower to a·dequately dry his 
crop .. Also, as is the case with sorghum and millet, the closed panicle requires 
a longer drying period. Under tropical conditions during the rainy season 9.rain 
must be reduced from the 20-30 per cent moisture content c;,t which it is often har
vested to 15 per cent or less within a.day or two if ttie grain is to be'saved from 
microbiological and biochemical decay. · 

WHY DRY CROPS? 

Maxiumum Moisture Co.ntent .Allowed in Cro:ps . . _ -. ~ 

The moisture content (m.c.J of the grain establishes,a relative humidity *9h.) in~ 
the air surrounding the individual seeds which may support the growth of f a1g t, aa 
moulds, each having a minimum r.h. below which they cannot survive. Generally this. 
minimum r.h. is 6a-7o per cent and corresponds to the follo~ing grain moisture con
tent levels at 27 C. (Hall, 1970) 

TABLE l Maximum Allowable m.c. for Safe Storage 

Grajn m.c. level Grain m.c. ·1evel 

Maize 13.5 Wheat 13.5 
Sorghum 13. 5 Mi 11 et . 16 .o. 
Paddy l5.0 Rice 13.0 
Cowpeas 15.0 She 11 ed 
Beans 15. 0 groundnuts 7.0 

Moulds and Weight Loss 

Excessiv·e grain. m.c: .has an effect on respiration rates of moulds.: As can be seen 
from Table 2, mould-infested grai-n has a higher respiration rate, and since produc
tion of 14.7 g of G02 is accompanied by a l per cent dry matter loss, p:resence of 

·moulds,_ increase in grain m.c., and increase of grain temperature can all lead to: 
we i g ht 1 os s •. · 

Moisture 

TABLE 2 Mean Res iration Rates of Stored Mould-Tnfected and 
Mould-Free Wheat Kre er·,- 1972. 

Respir.ation Rates_ : mg CO.~ per 24 hours per l 00, g dry matter Content per .._ __ . _______ ,__;;;oc. ___ --t---------------
cent Wet Moul.d-Infected Wheat (35°C) Mould-Free Wheat (35°C) Basis 

l 
l 
6 

0 

0 

14.9 
16. 0 
18. 0 
20.2 
1

24. 2 
27. / 
30.8 

2 
23-
56 

1404 
1694* 
1639* 
.1608* 

55 
179 
549. 
26.5 

0 
*Figure not higher because of lack of oxygen. Apart from. deteriqrati on due to maul d 
growth, a high_respiratiqn rate due to moulds must be an ind1cat1on of a breakdown 
of dry matter in t_h~, grain. ·· · . 
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In the process of r~spiration there is a. liberation of heat and water 

r 

C6H12o6 t 60r6C02 + 6H20 + 677.2 cal (1) 

An increase in respiratiQn rate therefore increases grain m.c .• and grain temperature 
which in turn speed up the reaction. This situation can lead to grain rotting. As 
the number of moulds increases, they increase the grain moisture content and temper
ature. -Since grain has a low thermal diffusivity, the generated heat is contained 
within a small volume.· Increased heat and moisture content in turn lead to in
creased mould growth and respiration. This process continues until we have total 

,rotting of the grain. This condition is often called a 11 fungal hot spc.r:J;.". -~ 
(Sinha, 1971) ~ 

Moulds and Seed Viability 

Moulds not only increase the respiration rate and therefore reduce the amount of 
dry matt.er, they also lead to a loss in seed· viability. Loss in seed viability is 
often used as the main index of storage sutiabili,tJt, and is certainly· important to 
the farmer who used his own seed for next year's planting. It is also important to 
consumers fo processes such as t>rewi ng. · 

Taylor (1975) gives the following rules concerning grain temperatures and moisture 
content: 
1. For' seeds between 5 and 14 per cent moisture cont~nt the lengt~ of time in 

storage before seed' viability significantly declines is doubled for every 
l per cent reduction in seed moisture content. 

2. For every. 5. degree C reduction in storage temperature, the length of time in 
storage before seed viability declines significantly is doµbled. 

I 

Moisture Content and Insects 

Every biological species has ~n optimum.temperature range. In general, tropical 
insects do not survive temperatures below 2ooc or above 49oc~ Temperate zone 
species are ~nable to reproduce below lQOC. Tolerance to extremes in temperature 
depend on previous grain. history. A ~harp ~ise in temperature above 40°c or a sharp 
decline in temperature below 10oc may be adequate to. kill. an insect population in a 
grain store.' Even at optimum temperatures the insects still .'require a certain mois
ture content level .and extremely 'dry grain is not favoured by insects irrespective 
of temperature. This is one more reason why ~rying is necessary. 

Inadequate drying therefore results in losses from the ·following sources: 
-· ,. . 

1. Losses in weight due to insects being able t6 repreduce and due to respiration 
2. Losses in germination--d.ue to moulds and insect damage 
3. Losses in quality and nutritional value--due to combinations of moisture, temper-

ature, and presence of moulds · · 
4. Econo~ic losses--due to all of the above. 

~ Overdrying 

Economic lass can al so be caused by overdrying. From Table 3 one notes that a kg 
of grain at 15 per ~ent when dried to 4 per cent weighs only 885.4 g. Unless the 
grading system takes this into account the-farmers will suffer a loss. 
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-TABLE 3 Change in Weight 

5% 7% 

0.9896 0.968~ 

l.0000 0.9789 

l.0106 0.9804 

l. 0215 l.0000 

l.0330 1.0109 

1.0440 l. 0220 

1.0556 1..0333 

l. 0674 l. 0449. 

l. 0795 l. 0568 

1.0920 l.0690 

l. 1047 l. 0814 

l .. l l 76 l. 094 l 

THE DRYING PROCESS 

Psychrometrics 

4 

in l kg of Gra i
1

n . due to Drying 

Initial m.c .. 

9%· 1.1 % . 13% 15% 

0.9479 0. 9271 0.9063 0.8854 

0 .. 9579 0.9368 0.9158 0.8947 

o. 9681 0.9468 O·. 9255 0.9043 

0.9789 0.9570 0.9355 0.9140 

0. 9891 0.9674 0 .. 9457 0. 9·239 

1.0000 0. 9780. 0. 9560. 0.9341 

1.0111 0.9889 0.9667 0.9441 

l. 0225. 1.0000 0 .. 9775. 0:. 9551 

1. 0340 1.0115 0. 9773 0 .. 9659 

1. 0460 l.'0230 l.0000 o .. 9770 

l . 0581 l.0349 :l.0116 0.9884 

l. 0706 l.0471 .1. 0235 1. 0000· 

A knowledge of the drying process requires a knowledg:e of psychrometrics as well as 
a knowledge of the con~ept of sensitive heating, adiabatic saturation, and equili-
brium moisture content. · 

Normal atmospheric air i-s a mixture of dry air and water vapour .. A psychrometric 
chart is a graphical representati.on of the physical and-thermal properti.es of 
atmospheric air for ~ particular barometric. pressur~. Most charts are constructed · : 
to be used at a barometric pressure of 101.325 kPa (nor:mal atmospheric pressure at 
sea level). The psychrometric chart has five sets of skeleton lines as ts shown on 
Fig. l. . . 

1. Dry bulb temperature--is the temperature of the ai.r as.·measured_ by an ordi.nary 
thermometer (represented by vertical line on chart) . ·. 

2. Wet bulb temperature--i s t_he temperature of the air as .·mea.sured by an ordi riary 
thermomet.er whose glass bulb is covered by a wet cloth or gauze (represented by 
oblique lines at small angle) . 

3. Dewpoint temperature-_.is the temperature at which moisture condenses on a. sur
face (represented by horizontal line with figures read from left side) 

..,. 
;. 

0 

0 

4. Relative humi.dity--is the ratio of actual partial· pressure .of the water vapour . O 
to the saturation partial pressure at the same temperature (represented by lines 
.sweeping upward from· left side of chart) 

5. -.Specific volume--is. the volume occupied by a unit weight of _dry air (represented 
'by steep acute angled lines)· · · 

---------~-- ------------~ 
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If any two values among the above are known all other values can be obtained. In 
addition to the five ._sets of skeleton lines we have the foll,owing: .. 
l. Humidity ratio--is the weight of water vapour diffused through or mixed with a . 0 

unit weight of dry' air (read on horizontal line from. right-hand side) 
2. Enthalpy· of an air-water mixture--is equal to enthalpy of the air plus _enthalpy 

of the water vapour (read from wet bulb lines) 
The humidity ratio and enthalpy of an air-water mixture are required to determine 
the size of the heat source. · 

Equilibrium Moisture Content 

Each grain variety displays a characteristic water vapour pressure at a gfven temp
erature and moisture content. When the vapour pressure of the water held by a 
product is equal to the water vapour pressure of the surrounding air, ~the moisture 
content of the product is the ·equilibrium moisture content (e.m.c~l-

When the vapour pressure is less in the air.than in the grain there is a drying 
effect and the grain gives up moisture until the air and ~rain pressures are in 
equilibrium. Similarly when the vapour pressure of the grain is less i-n the grain 
that in the air the grain takes up moisture from the air and becomes wetter. This 
process continues until both pressures are .the same. · 

' 
The e.m.c. is important as drying may be carried.out unnecessarily .resulting in a 
reduction in the capacity of a given drying system, a higher cost of drying, and an 
economic loss. · 

The difference jn e.m.c. values for a particular product are often due to vari.ations 
in measuring techniques and grain varieties,, An increase in temperature decreases 
the e.m.c. There is also a difference in adsorption and desorption e.m.c. cµrves 
(desorption values are higher) and unless these are all -stated an e.m.c. curve is 
rather empirical. Several models hava been.proposed to calculate e.m.c. curves 
for cereal grains and are well defined by Brooker, Bakker-Arkema and Hall (1974); 
Chen and Clayton (1970); and others too numerous to mention. A synthesis of some 
of the well-documented e.m.c. data has been made at th~ Tropical Products Institute 
in the U.K. Since most e.m.c. curves deal with isolated temperatures or relative 
humidity, a mathematical formu.la such as the one following· for a 'desorption curve 
at 20°c, is often more useful in dryer design. · 

Y = exp(k -m exp (-nx)) (2) 
where k,m,n = constants given in.Table ·4 · 

x = m.c. on dry basis as decimal fraction 
· ,y = relative humtdity 

Heat and Mass Transfe~ 

In drying, two processes are involved--sensible heating and evaporative cooling/ 
adiabatic saturation. In sensible heating a11 the heat added goes into changing 
the temperature of the air and no heat goes ·into changing the air-vapour.mixture. ~-

In adiabatic saturation/evaporative cooling we get a cooling of the air as sensible 
heat· is used as latent heat of vaporizati.on to evaporate the mo.fsture at the. grain 
kernel surface. This moisture is removed by.the moving air. This transfer is due 
to differences in vapour pressure betwee·n the grain and the drying air. The vapour 
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pressure in the. grain depends on ,grain inoisture content and temperature. 

.TABLE 4 Constants to Calculate e.in.c. · 

Material k m n 

Barley -0.05 -7.17 19. 90 
Buckwheat -0.02 . 8.28 19. 44 
Corn, shelled,YD 0.06 4.60 14. 10 
Corn, shelled, WO 0.08 4.55 13.82 
Corn, shelled~ POP 0.00 6.79 18. 6~ 

· Flaxseed -0.09 9.93 36.90 
Oats -0.02 6.08 18. 81 
Rice, rough 0.03 5.37 17. l 0 . 
Rice, undermi 11 ed 0.08 5. 13 14.72 
Rice, polished o. l 0 5.49 14. 19 
Rye -o; o7 8.98 21. 75 

Sorghum -0.05 8.82 21.58 

Wheat, whit~ -0~08 10. 78 23.98 
Wheat, durum -0 .. 08 12. 43 25.87 

Whea.t, soft red winter -0.07 9.94 23.07 

Wheat, hard red winter -0.04 6.L'.6 18.09 
Wheat, hard red spring -0.07 9.75 23. 18 

In effect then, one has simultaneous heat and mass transfer in the drying process. 
Heat transfer. in the drying operation will occur through the flow of heat as a 
result of convection, conduction or radiation or, in some cases, as a result of a 
combination of any of these effects. 

Mass transfer on the other hand, depends on two mechanisms: the movement_ofmoist'Ure 
internally within the product which is a function of its internal physical nature 
and its moisture content; and the movement of water vapour from the surface as a 
result of external conditions of temperature, air humidity and flow, area of · 
exposed surface, and air pressures. In a drying riperation .either of these mechan
isms may be a limiting factor on the rate of drying although they are proceeding 

·simultaneously throughout the drying cycle.· 
.. 

The two major periods of drying are the constant r·ate period and the falling rate 
period. In the constant rate period, evaporation is taking place from ~he surface 
of the product as long as it is. independent of internal mechanisins within th~ pro
duct.· The magnitude. of the rate of drying during this ·period depends on three· 
externally operating factors, namely: the heat or mass-transfer coefficient,. the · 
area of sol id exposed. to the drying medium .and the difference between th_e tempera~ 
ture and humidity of the drying medium and that of the .. product surface. 

The point marking the end of the constant rate period and the start of the falling 
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rate period occurs when the rate of moisture diffusion within the product decreases 
below that necessary to replenish the moisure at the surface. At this point the 

0 
C9 , 

rate of drying will _be a function of the rate at which moisture or moisture vapour O 
can move physically by diffusion and capillary flow from within the product to its . 
surface which decreases as moisture content falls. 

The falling rate period could be considerably. longer than the constant drying periOd 
and depends upon several factors .such as material thickness, .bed depth, air temper
ature, air humidity; etc. 

MOISTURE CONTEN~/ 

·Moisture Content Expression 

At this point in time it might be ·useful to indicate the two methods of expressing . 
moisture content (m.c.). The m.c. on a wet basis (which is used throughout this 
text) is calGulated.by dividing the weight of the water in the product by the total 
weight. The per cent moisture on a dry basis is calculated by dividing the weight 
of the water by the weight of dry matter. 

Thus MW : lOOWw 

WW t' WO. 

lOOWw 

WO 

where Ww = weight of water; w0 = weight at dry matter 

The two expressions are related: 

Mo = 
IOOMW 

l 00 - Mw 

M = 
lOOM0 

w l 00 + M0 
' ., 

Moisture Content Determination 

(3} 

(4) 

( 5) 

( {j} 

Methods of ~.c. determination and some major considerations to be given in using a 
particular method have been given.elsewhere (Muir, 1971; Howard-HuntandPixton,19.74) 
and will be treated lightly here. 

Basically m.c. determination is done by eith~r a direct or indirect method .. One 
direct me tin a qu ntity of cereal grain at a certain temperature 
(ASAE, 19 iven in Table 5 · CJ./~ · · · ·.. . 

0 

A minimum of 15g is placed in two or isture dishes (as defined byASAE Q 
standard S352). The weight of the dishes is bbtained. When the end of the heating 
per.iod. is rea'ched the dishes are covered and placed in a dessicator containing a 
suitable dessjcant. When the dishes reach room temperature, they are weighed 
again and the m.c. calculated 1,.1sing equation (J) or {4). 

L__ __ --------------'-- ·.,_ -------~----~---



0 TABLE 5 Oven TemEerature and Heating Period for Moisture 

0 

Content Determinations 

Seed Oven Temperature, Heating Time 
= lOC · . hr. min. 

Barley 130 20 0 
Beans, edible 103 72 0 
Corn 

.. 
. l 03 . 72 0 

Flax 103 4 0 
Mustard 130 4 0 
Oats 130 22 0 
Rape. 130 4 0 
Rye 130 16 0 

Safflower. l 30 3 0 
Sorghum BO 18 0 
Sunflower 130 l 0 

·Wheat 130 19 0 

Indirect methods involve the use of moisture meters, hygrometer probes, etc. The 
principle involved is either capacitance, resistance, or conductivity of the ·grain. 
Iridirect methods only give approximate results but becau~e of the speed with which 
m.c. readings, can be obtained, I would recom.mend them for drying trials provided 
that the machine in question has been p~oven reliable. Althou~h riot necessarily 
endorsed by either IDRC or myself, the CAE 919 'moisture meter is used in grain 
buying and selling by the U.S., Canada, Mexico, and Britain. 

DESIGN OF A DRYER 

Criteria for Dryer Design 

When designing a crop dryer, the following criteria should be considered: 
.l. Quantity_ and nature of crop to be dried. The quantity is generally associated 

with the size of the farmer's harvest. 
2. Time available to dry. a particular batch. If there.is an indication of how long 

the product will store without a loss in qua l itY this can serve as an index of 
the maximum time available to dry a batch. 

q 

3. Consumer regu.frements. The taste, odour, colour or gen~al appe~rance of ~he . 
CJ ... dried product has to be accepta~le for its end use,-tlJf p-t change in the drying~ n-; ~roee3s ts required. The maximum temperatures during drying recommended to main-

tain prodyct quality for the different end uses varies from35to750C. · 
4. Initial moisture content. Grains at harvest can have a moisture content of 20-30 · 

per cent; fruits and vegetables can be as high as 90 per cent. 
5. Final moisture content. The maximum allowable moisture content for storage of 

different products was given in Table l. Since storage containers do not always 
have homogeneous product temperatures througho'ut, moisture can be translocat'ed 



due. to temperature variations. Thus a grain that is .dry .at one temperature ·may 
be unsafe for storage .at a selected lower temperature. The fina:l mo.isture con
tent .should .be obtained -with these .pain.ts in mind. · 

6. Adequate ·materi·als ·a·na labour for :dryer construction. l.deaT·l.Y a :.dl'yer :should :b:e 
made ·of lo·ca'l materials and ·be :simple enough so that tt ~ca·n ~b·e :constructed '~Y 
local art.isans,. · 

7. Adequate la·bour/technology to maintain and operate the ·dryer.. 
8. The dryer·must be easy ·to load and .unload . 
. 9. The .dryer sho.uld be .economicaJly feasi:ble. Thi's ·generaTl.Y means design.fog ·:a 

·dryer that can be used to dry.crops with various ·harvest dates to allow :the 
dryer to be operated :on ·a year-round bas i's. . 

10 .. Rainfall., air temperature, re.la·ti.ve'·humid'ity, wi'nd velocity., -and so'lar radtati.on 
The amount of rainfall as well ·as ·its periodicity should be ·known. If ra:de·quate 
wind doe.s not exi:st., 'Some ·means of forced .. convectton wil'l have to be set .up. 
Air temperatures, relativ.e ·humi.dity and 'solar radiation are .generaJly -wi'.th·:in ·a 
range that allow for adequate .. solar dry.ing w:ith :suitable cond'.itions. :Under ln
·adequate conditions, :so-1 ar .dryi n_g a lone may ·not :be appltcab:le and ·hybr.i d ~ys·
tems may have to be used. 

11 . The dryer should .be :soc i aTl y :accep.tab le. 
12 .. The dryer should be techni-cally sound. The dryer .s·hauld :be ·capable of drYing the 

crop under imposed ·condti.ons to obtain a _product .. of a quality acceptable ,.to ·the 
target population. · 

Dryer Typ·es 

Bas·; cal ly there :are three types of ·solar dr.yers--d i rect., 'i.ndi-rect a·nd corrtbi ned. 

0 

l. Direct ·dryers. The product is heated by direct sc:i'lar radi'ati'on. The ·moi:sture Q 
in ·the gratn ts -evaporated 'and removed ,by mov.i ng a fr.. Si nee temperature :contro«l, 
in ,drying usin_g this type of dryer is difficult, a product can .be dri:ed too 
qutc-kly giving 11:case-hardening 11 :or :at too high .a 'temperature :re~ulting ~:n ;a :poor ; 
qua l i ty product. · · · · · 

2. Indirect :dryers. The product is dried by :moving air h.eated ;outs.i_de·th:e :drying 
chamber .. 

3. Combi-ned .dryers. The product is dri:ed both by direct radiatton and '.by iheated 
moving air. ·. 

'Design of the drying .chamber 

l. Dryer bed :stze. Th·e .dr)'er .bed ·stze should .corr:es:pond to .the :size·:af ;batch .to .be 
dried. Knowing the :.wei.ght of :grain ·to ,be dried, one can ,calculated ·the .. vo':l-ume 
in :a :batch ;by knowi'ng the .bulk density .. : The :foTJ.owln_g -.va].ues for ·bu-l:k :density 
.are _giYen as ASAE ·standard 'D241. 2 in ~g/m'3 (ASAE,, T979'). · · · · · 

TABLE -6 ~Bulk Density :of Some '.Selected :.Grains 

Grain Density kg/m3 Gra·i n ·Density ·kg/m
3 

Ba·rley 615 . Mi·l let .. B41 

Shelled_ corn 7.18 Oats ·415 

Husked :corn 44-8 -Rough rice·_ -577 

Cow peas 76.9 ·Sesame ._:589 

Sorghum 713 ·wheat ' 769 

In initial drying tests, a drying bed thickness of 10 cm· is :olten a suitable 

0 
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starting point. 

2. Drying time. Drying time is determiried primarily by the length of time a product 
can be stored in its undried state. It may extend over a period of several days 
or weeks. Table 8 gives the hours between sunrise and sunset and may be used to 
calculate approximately the number of days ·needed to dry a batch. If more than 
one day is required to dry a batch it should be remembered that some rewetting 
of the grain will occur when the air temperature drops and the relative humidity 
increases~ ~ ~ . 

TABLE 7 Calculated Hours Between Sunrise and Sunset 

Latitude N 

10 20 30 40 

January 15 11. 5. 10. 9 1a.3 9.5 

February 15 11. 7 11. 4 11. 0 10. 5 

March 15 11. 9 11. 9 11.8 11. 7 

April 15 12. 2 12. 5 12. 7 13. l 

May 15 12. 5 12. 9 B.5 14.2 

June 15 12. 6 13.2 13.9 14.8 

July 15 . 12. 5 13. 1 13. 8 14. 6 

August 15 12. 3 12.7 13. 1 13.6 

September 15 12. 1 12. 2 12. 2 12.3 

October 15 11.8 11. 6 11. 4 11. 0 

November 15 11. 5 11. 0 10. 5 9.8 

December 15 11. 4 10. 8 10. 1 9.2 

3. Amount of moisture to be removed. Knowing the quantity of grain to be dried, the 
m.c. of the grain before drying> and.the anticipated m.c. 'after drying, the amount 
of moisture to be removed during drying can be obtained by: 

MW= 
: W. (M .- Mf) 

1 1 

(100 - Mf) 
where Mw = amount of water to be removed 

Wi = initial weight of grain to be dried 
Mi : initial m.c. 
Mf = ti na 1 m. c. · 

( 7) 

4. Heat required to remove water from grain. The heat required to remove water from 
the grain is given by: 

qw = MwL 

where L = latent heat of vaporization 

(BJ 

i I 



The va 1 ue of L changes throughout the drying process. The va 1 ue should be based , 
on an estimate of mean grain moisture and mean temperature in the drying zone. 

12.. 

It has been suggested that since the grain does not behave as free w~ter at 30°C Q 
the theoretical value of L should be 2.8 mJ/kg. (Exell, 1980) ) 

5. Weight of air needed for drying. The weight of air needed for drying can be ob
tained from: 

where Ma = 
H.R.t : 

H.R.i = 

MW 
Ma,=-----

H.R.f - H.R.i 

quantity of air needed for drying 

humidity ratio of air leaving dryer 
(which must be estimated) 

humidity ratio of air entering dryer 

Alternately we could use an energy balance equation: 

where cp 
T. 

l 

Tf 

--
= 
= 

qw = MaCp("If:- Tt 
specific heat capacity of the air 

initial temperature of the air 
final temperature of the air. 

(9) 

l lOJ 

In the above equation Tf is ordinarily unknown. It can be obtained through use of 
psychrometric charts. 

6. Volume of air required for drying. By rewriting the ideal gas law one obtains: 

V : MaRT/P 
where R = a constant>0.091 kPa m3/kgK 

P = pressure 

T = air temperature 

( 11 ) 

7. Required air flow per unit time. The required air flow is obtained by dividing 
V by the product of the number of minutes of drying time and the volume of the 
drying bed. The resulting flow rat~ can then be expressed· in m3 of air per min
ute per m3 of grain. For grains, the bed floor mu.st. be such that it will hold 
the grain to be dried but at the same time offer the least resistance to air 
flow. 

8. The pressure difference across the drying bed. The pressure difference across 
the drying bed can be obtained f ram Exe 11 ( 1980): 

·where H1 : 

H2 = s = 
~ = 
pd = 

I 

pd= (Hl +-H2)l~- ~) 
height from heat source to bottom of drying bed 
height from top of drying bed· to top of chimney 

density of ambient air 
density of air inside dryer 

pressure difference 

l 12) 

0 

0 



0 9. Velocity of air through the bed. For small pressure gradient (under laminar/ 
fl ow) I 

V : k d P /dx . ( 13) 
w,here V = velocity of the air entering and. emergtng from the bed 

k ~a constant= 0.03 m2/Pa mtn for rougtt rice (Ex~ll, 1980) 
. . . . . 

Thus the gradient in the bed can be given as dP/x where x is the bed thickness. 
Based on the above the velocity can be calculat.ed and one can determine if a 
fan is required to move the ai~ or if wind velocities are adequate.· 

10. Dryer efficiency. The amount of heat energy that must be supplied .iper unit time 
to heat up the drying air is given by: · 

,., . Ma (hf- hi) 
~s = (14) 

tvs 

where Ma= total amount of air needed for drying 
hf= enthalpy of air after heating 
hi: enthalpy of ambient air 
t = drying time 
v = specific volume of,air at initial conditions. s ' 

O The drying efficiency would than be: 

e = tt I q ·x l 00 w s ( 15) 

11. Average temperature in a drying bed. rt has been illustrated that upon stirring 
of a grain bed the final temperature can _be calculated as a weighted mean. 
(Muir, Yaciuk, and Sinha, 1977) Consider the product in the bed to b~ divided 
i.nto a series of horizontal spatial elements of thickness f:J. x each at t'empera-
ture T.. · · 

l . 

Upon adequate mixing of the grain the average product temperature is given by_: 

f : [ V. 0 .c. T. 1· E V. O .c. 
l \ 1. l l l \ l l 

where v. : volume of grain in element i. 
. l . . 

~: = mean density of. grain in element· i; 
ci =mean specific heat of grain in element i. 

If specific heat and density of the product in each element are uniform, 
equation (16) reduces to: 

f= E v.r./t v. l 1, l 

( 16) 

( 17) 

Q 12. Average product moisture in a drying bed. The average proquct moisture is given 
as a weighted mean and is given by: 

M: E v.M.;E.V. . l l l 
( 18) 

13 



Design of the Heat Source 

If measurement ·of so·1ar radiatfo~ is possible with :suita'ble instrumentaUon th.1s 0 
section would be only of minor.importance. 

The method to calculate dir,ect solar radiation is that used by Yaciuk (T97.3). It 
It is a relatively Stimple method ·Which lends itself to computer .calculations in 
determining heat transfer rates using finite difference techniques, and has b~en 
found a·dequate in simulating temperatures i.n .grain storage .systems (Yaciuk, Muir 
and Sinha, 1975). ·· · · · 

1. Solar a·ltitude and solar zenith an les. The angle the sun makes with the hori
zon is kn-own as the so 1 ar altitude the intensity .of the solar radiation -re
cei ved on earth's)orizontal surface is directly proporttona-1 to the ·si-ne of. 
the solar a·1 titude. - .. ,,. . 

' 'I • • -

Solar altitude is a function of latitude (<1>), hour of day (h), and declination 
angle (o}. The declination angle is the angular distance .of the sun north (-) 
or south (-) of the celestial equator. The zenith angle (r;;). is equal .to. rr/2 
r~s---.the altitude a·ngle and is given by: (Threkeld, 19?0') 
·~ . 

-1( ~ . + h) r;; = cos . sin <I> sin 0 cos <I> cos 0 cos 
. ' 

. (19) 

2. Azimuth angle. The sun 1 s aZimuth angle (the angle in the horizonta·l ·plane 
measured from north to the .hori zonta 1 projection -of the· sun ':s rays) is given by: 

y = stn-l (cos o sin h/sin r;;). (26) 

The latitude of several locations in the wo·rld .can be .obtained from the ASHRAE 
guid-e (ASHRAE, 1972). 

3. Hour of sunset. Sin.ce the earth rotates on its axis every 24h then each degree 
of rotation ·repr~sents a time of 4 min. At solar noon h ·= .O and r;; =· <f> - o. 
Then at sunset r;; = rr/2. Therefore, from equation .. (19) the solar h_our angle at 
sunset is; . 

H"' = ·cos - l (-ta'n <I> tan o ) ( 21) 

Since the solar hour angle is symmetrical about solar noon, the sunrise solar 
angle (H-) would be -Hi. For latitudes greater than .66.50N· the possibility .of 
a day or night longer than 24 ·hours exists. Equation (21) can only be applied 
when l<t>l<n/2 - o since cos-lltan <f> tan ol>l is undefined. 

i 4. Radius Vector, The radius vector is the ratio of the dista·nce from the centre 
of the earth to the sun to the length' o'f the semi-major axis of the ·earth's sur
face and can be calculated by: (McCullough and Porter, 1971.) 

R ~ {1/(1 + 0.033~ cos (2rrx/365))} '(22) 

where x = the day of the year. 

The radius vector can be assumed constant for any one day. 

5._Declination angle. McCullough and Porter (1971)_suggest the·fo·llowfng·equation 
to calculate the declination· angle: 

6 • s 1n - l [o. 3978 sin {2•/365 (x - 80) + 0. 0335 ('stn 2rrx/J65 ·- ·sin f60rr /365 ri] 
(23) 

0 

0 
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0 

0 

Alternative~y o can be calculated in.degrees from: {Lokmanhekim, 1971) 

o = 0.302-: 22.93 cos(w'x) - 0.229 cos(~w'x) - 0.243 cos(3w'x) -t 3.851 sinlw'x) 
+ 0.002 sin(2w 1x) - 0.055 sin{3w'x) · (24) 

where w• = 2n/366 
The declination angle can be assumed equal throughout one ~ay. 

6. Albedo. Albedo is the percentag~ of short-wave radiation incident on the earth's 
surface that is reflected by the earth's surface. Albedo (ai) can be approxi-
mated by: (Brunt, 1939) · · · 

(25) 

. where C = clnud cover, per. cent. 
C· 

7. Instantaneous flux at outer atmosphere. The instantaneous flux of solar radia
tion at the top of the atmosphere is: 

s 
I0 : R2 cos r,; {26) 

where I
0
·: heat flux at.top of atmosphere 

S - solar constant 

An exatt solution is available for int~gration of equation (26) 

8. Instantaneous flu~ a~ the earth's surface. Kreith (1969) suggests that the in-
stantan~ous flux at the earth's surface is: ' 

S sec r,; Ie =-2 cos r,; l l - ai) . 
R 

(27) 

where Ie = heat flux at earth'~ surface 

9. Instantaneous flux on a tilted surface .. For a ·surface tilted ip degrees from the 
horizontal and whose normal faces o{ degrees westward, the radiation intensity 
can be divided 'into perpendicular and pa~allel components (Kreith, 1969). The 
ratio bf the intensity incident on the tilted surface (Iv) to the intensity 
incident on a horizontal surface (Ie) is given by; 

I/le= cos Ir; --1'>1 - sin 1,; sin 1j> + sin 1,; sin 1j> cos 1r .:.:o( I (28) 

where. Iv= heat flux on surface tilted ip degrees from the horizontal. 

· Thus equat~on (28) becomes: 
. I 

Iv= Ie (cosji;; '.'" 1'>1- sin r,; sin 1'> +sin r,; sin 1'> _cosjyh() (29) 

· To the best of .my knowledge, no exact solutions exist for equation (27) or equation 
('B{J. Integration using 'the trapazoidal rule with increments of four minutes {one 
degree) has been found satisfactory (Yaciuk,. 1973). ·. 

---------- ----------- -~------------~---- ------~---------~---~-------~------
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C~nsiderations in Collector Design 

1. Need for so 1 ar co 11 ector covers. So 1 ar co 11 ector covers, .serve three ,pu.rposes: . O 
a) They reducecovection heat transfer by shielding the absorber -from the wind 
b) They admit .shortwave radiation to ·the .absorber, and · 
c) They_ prevent escape of longwave radiation from the collector. 

· 2. Types of material for collector covers1
• Wien's displacement law states that the 

wavelength for which -radiation has the .greatest intensity is ·proporti.onal to the 
absolute temperature of the black body. 'Based on this law, maxium intensity _of 
solar radi.ation is around 0.5).lwhile radiation' emitted by the .earth is around 
11_µ.. (Yaciuk~ 1973). 'The 11 gfeenhouse effect 11 is based on this principle. The 
type of material best suited :for covering a colle.ctor is one that has a short"" 
wave transmittance of 1. 0 .and a 1 ongwave transmittance of :0. This .ensures that 
all solar energy received goes through the covering and that there is no heat 
loss due to outward radiation heat transfer-from the collector. In reality this 
is not possible, a.nd .one usually settles for something less. 

- Other desira-ble properties of cover materials in.elude: (North Dakota State U., 
198_0) 
a) resi~tance to static charges 
b) high impact strength 
c) resistance to wind damage 
d) re.s.istance to deterioration by UV Hg.ht 
e) resistance to deterioration at high temperatures 

'f) low coefficient of thermal :expansion 
g) 1 i ght weight 
h) economical 
i) easy to install and maintain 0 
j) low coefficient of conduction heat·-transfer. 

3. Pro erties of ood absorbers. 
a Absorbs most of the shortwave solar -radiation~ The shortwave absorbance 

shou·1 d be near unity. 
b) Heat losses to the c0Jlector 1 s surroundings are-minimal--the longwav.e emit

tance should be .near z-ero and insultation of the collector should b.e adequate 
c) High transfer rate of absorbed energy to the moving air. 

4. Collector efficiency. Collectors are designed with a particular tilt-angle and 
orientation. Collector efficiency th.erefore varies throughout the day. Effici
ciency usually increases .with collector cost. More insulat.ion of the collector,. 
better absorber and cover materials may· increase efficiency but the,systemquick
ly becomes too costiy when drying low-cost items such as cereal grains. 

Considerations in. Drying Chamb~r Design 

1. Indirect dryers. . 
a) An increase in the drying air temperature increas.es the drying rate. In

creasi~g the ~ir temperat_wr~ tpA to~o high a le el can result in case-hardening, 
excessive shrinkage, etc,o-t' ~- · .-.·. . 

b) At high temperatures, the bottom 1 yer of a fixed bed tends to overdry and may 
give an_ inferior product. Even though the average temperature and moisture 
content after mixing is acceptable, individual particles in the b.ed to be Q 

·dried may be damaged. ·This often shows up as a processing loss. 
c) An increase in the· airflow rate increases the drying rate.. If the dryi·ng time 

needs to be shortened, the better alternative.would .be an increased airflow 
rather than increased temperature. 

d) For grains, an increase in bed depth .increases the moisture gradient .through 

---------------··-- ------- ----------------
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the bed even though the average moisture content may not be that greatly af
fected under certain drying conditions. 

e) Adequate chamber wall should be provided to keep heat losses through the.wall 
to a minimum. 

2. Direct dryers. The altitude angle of the sun plays an. important role since the 
dryer must be designed in such a way that the dryer receives the desired amount 
of solar energy. From equation (19) we get, the .following altitude angles at 
latitude lOON: 

TABLE 8 Altitude Angles at Latitude 10°N 

Noon ±1 hr; ±2 hrs. ±3 hrs. ' ±4 hrs. 

January 15 58.7 55.4 47.0 35.9 23.3 
February 15 67.0 62.6 52.4 39.8 26.2 
March 15· 77 .6 70.6 57.7 43.5 29.0 
April 15 89.4 75.2 60.4 45~7 30.9 

·Mayl5' 81. 5 73.2 59 .. 8 45.7 31. 5 

0 
June 15 76.7 70.5 58.4 45. l 31. 4 
July 15 78.2 71.4 58.9 45.3 :3i.4 

August 15 85,8 74.7 60.4 44.9 31. 3 

September 15 83.0 .• 73. 5 59.4 44.8 30. l 
October 15 . 71. 6 66.3 .54.9 41. 6 27. 5 

November 15 61. 9 . 58.2 49.2 37.4 . 24. 5 

December 15 56.9 53 .,8 45.8 34.9 22.6 

Using equations from the section on design of the heat sciurce, one can determine 
the quantity of solar energy between two times symmetrical about noon and then 
design the dryer in such a way tha't the drying bed receives the required solar 
energy. For example, if the bed-edge were 10 cm away from the drying chamber 
wall, the bed surface could not be placed more than 4.3 cm below the top of the 
chamber wall to receive solar energy on January 15 between 0800 and 1600 hours. 

Having the dryer bed adjacent to the chamber wall results in uneven drying of 
the product, since there will always be· an area not receiving any sun, unless 
the bed surface is flush with the top of the drying chamber. 

EVALUATION OF THE DRYER 

~ When the prototype dryer has been built, in order to assess it both technically 
and economically, the following data should be obtained: 

1. Product '1 

a} initial batch weight 
b) final batch weight 
c) initial moisture content 

-- --- --- - -- - -- ---- - -- - - ---- -------- -- - ------- -~ ---
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d) final moisture content 
e) price for unit weight of undried product 
f) price of unit weight of dried product 

2. Drying process on an hourly basis (for indirect drying) 
a) ambient air--wet bulb 
b) ambient air--dry bulb 
c) drying air--wet bulb 
d) drying air--dry bulb 
e) air velocity of drying air at inlet and outlet 
f) exhaust air--wet bulb 
g) exhaust air--dry bulb 
h) air velocity above bed 
i) moisture reduction in product (kg of H20/hr) 
j) mean drying rate (per cent moisture 

content/hr) 
k) quantity of heat provided 

3. At end of drying process 
a) drying time 
b) moisture reduction (kg of H20/hr) 
c) mean drying rate 

(per cent moisture content/hr) 

4. Economic evaluation 
a) dryer cost 
b) life of the dryer 
c) fixed costs--depreciation 
d) --interest on investments 
d) variable costs--repairs and maintenance 

--labour 
--miscellaneous expenses 

e) drying cost per unit weight of product 
f) break-even point analysis--fixed costs/(income from sale of product -

variable cost) 
g) return on investment--net income/total costs 
h) pay-back period--capital investment/(total net income per year +depreciation 

cost) 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

The publication Food Systems describes the drying projects funded by IDRC (Forrest 
and colleagues, 1980). Some of these will be discussed by my colleagues with 
specific reference to: 

l. The various times of the year when the crop is harvested 
2. The average moisture content of the harvested crop 
3. The amount harvested per day 
4. The fraction of the daily harvest which will be preserved through dehydration 
5. Storage conditions of dried products 

i8 
t 

0 

6. The range and average for climatic conditions (solar radiation intensities, wind-
speeds, rainfall, ambient air temperatures and relative humidities) during the . ~ 
harvest period 

7. The normal time after the harvest by which the crop must be dehydrated to pre
vent spoilage (this is generally well-known in traditional societies) 

8. The ~quilibrium moisture content for the particular crop varieties under consid
eration 
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11. 

12. 

13. 
14. 

Existing sun-drying operations for the crop, their problems and advantages, and 
the traditional expertence gained through the use of thes~ techniques 
Other possible crops that need to be dried during the same time and at other 
times' of the year · 
The cost differential between fresh and preserved product,.in order to determine 
the economic viability of dehydration as an option. 
The price differential (if any) between a unit: amount of sun-dried or artifi
cially dried product in the prospective market where the dehydr~ted material is 
to be sold 
An economic cost-benefit study on the drying system 
Data, from a drying trial, collected relating to heat and mass transfer. 

;A comprehensive review of solar dryers ha~ been dan·e by the Brace Research Institute 
Case studies on several different dryers have been done and may be of interest.· 

TABLE 9 List of Case Studies on Solar Agricultural Dryers 
(Brace Institute, 1975) 

Section 

Natural and Sun-Dryers 

Direct Solar Dryers 

Mixed Mode Solar Dryers 

Indirect Solar Dryers 
(with forced.ven~ilation) 

Title of Case ?tudy 

Coffee dryers (Colombia) 
Drying grapes on racks (Australia) 
Natural vertical ~ryer ·(Colombia) 

·Solar fruit dryer (Brazil) 
Solar cabinet dryer (Syria) 
Solar ca bi net dryer (India) 
See-saw .dryer (Ivory Coast) 
Solar dryer for cereal and grains 

(Great Britain). 
Glass-roof solar dryer (Brazil) 

Solar fruit. and· vegetab.le dryer (lJ.S.A.) 
Preheated ·circulation solar dryer (Turkey) 
Orchard type solar dryer .(Turkey) · 
Laboratory type solar dryer(Turkey) 
Natural convection dryer (Trinidad) 
S.olar wjnd ventilated dryer (Syria) 

Solar herbs and flowers dryer (lJ.S.A.} 
Batch sha 11 ow. bed coffee drying bins 

(Puerto Ricer 
Solar supplemental heat drying bin 

(U.S~A.) 
Large scale solar agricultural dryer ,, 

(Barbados) 
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